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This article contains a modern proof of the fact that, given a surface in [p3 of degree m, whose 
only singularities are nodes, then these impose independent conditions on surfaces of degree r 
containing them, if r>__ 2m-  5 (over an algebraically closed field of characteristic different from 
2). Some consequences of this fact are presented; e.g., for quintics (m=5), the scheme 
laarametrizing quintics in IP 3 with d nodes is smooth, of pure dimension 55 - d, and such surfaces 
can be lifted to characteristic zero, preserving the nodes. This implies that, even in characteristic 
17 ~:2, the maximum number of nodes of a quintic is 31. 
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Introduction 
This article is concerned with the study of adjoints of a nodal algebraic surface 
in fp3. By a d-nodal surface we mean a surface F having d ordinary double points 
or nodes (cf. 0.2) and no other singularities; an n-adjoint of F is a surface in IP 3, 
of degree n, containing the nodes of F. In the analogous ituation for a nodal plane 
curve C, of degree m, with d nodes, it is well-known that the nodes of C impose 
'independent conditions' on adjoints of degree n, for n___ m - 3, i.e., these adjoints 
form a linear system of codimension d in the linear system of all plane curves of 
degree n; this result has many important applications. 
Here, we present a modern proof of the fact that the d nodes of a nodal surface 
in lP 3 impose independent conditions on adjoints of degree 2m - 5 (for m > 3). This 
fact is stated in Severi's article [12], where a sketch of a proof is presented. The 
proof that we present here (which essentially follows the lines suggested by Severi) 
works in any characteristic ~2. This is done in Section 2. In the first section we 
discuss ome necessary results on polars. 
In the third section we remark on several applications of this result, specifically 
in the case m = 5. In this case, 2m - 5 = m = 5; this implies the fact that the variety 
of quintics with d nodes is smooth, of codimension d in the IP N parametrizing all 
quintics, as well as the existence of d'-nodal surfaces, if d '  _< d (provided a d-nodal 
surface exists). 
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Another application: it is possible to 'lift' a d-nodal surface (defined over an 
algebraically closed field of characteristic :/: 2) to a d-nodal surface defined over a 
field of characteristic zero. From this, the inequality 'd_<31' (proved in [1] in 
characteristic zero) remains valid in characteristic p ~: 2. 
Another consequence of the techniques of Section 2 is the following: if the nodes 
of F do not impose independent conditions on m - 1 adjoints (m - degF), then on 
the minimal desingularization X of F there are curves which are not semi-regular 
(cf. [9, p. 157]). 
In a brief Section 0 the terminology is explained. 
I thank W. Adkins for many useful conversations during the preparation of this 
note. 
O. Notation and terminology 
0.1. In general, the language of this article is that of [7]. These are the two main 
differences: by 'variety', we mean a reduced algebraic scheme (not necessarily ir- 
reducible); 'general point' means a closed point in a suitable dense open set of a 
variety, which either will be indicated or clear from the context. 
Unless there are special indications, the base field k is algebraically closed, of 
characteristic ~2; the term 'point' means a closed point. 
0.2. A node of a surface F is a closed point x e F such that the complete local ring 
OF, x is isomorphic to k[[x,y, Z]] / (X2q-y2-kZ2) .  
A nodal (resp. d-nodal) surface is a surface whose only singularities are nodes 
(resp. has d nodes and no other singularities)~ 
The singular locus of a variety X is denoted by Sing(X). The maximal ideal of 
a local ring A will be denoted by r(A). 
1. Polar sections 
1.1. We shall present several facts about polars. These are classical but apparently 
they do not appear in the modern literature. For the basic facts, see [2] (where the 
case ~r, r= 2, is carefully discussed, the extension to r> 2 is immediate). 
Given a surface F: f(xo, xl, x2, x3) = 0 in ~,  P = (a0, al, a2, a3) ¢ ~3, the polar of 
i 3 F with respect o P is the surface F~ defined by ~i--0 ai(c~f/axi)=0. This notion is 
geometric (that is independent of the choice of coordinates). 
If F i s  fixed, then A = {F~:ae ~3} is a linear system of surfaces in ~3, similarly 
AF = {F~ N F :  F~ e A } is a linear system of divisors in F. 
1.2. Lemma. Assume F is a surface of  degree m>_ 3 in IP 3, defined over a field k of 
characteristic p~ 2, satisfying one of  the following conditions: 
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(a) F has exactly one node, and either p = 0 or p and m - 2 are relativety prime. 
(b) F has at least two nodes. 
Then, the system A of polar surfaces has dimension 3. 
proof. We must show: if f is a homogeneous equation of F, then af/ax, , 
jso, . . . . 3, are linearly independent over k. Write cf;: = af/axi . We may assume the 
coordinates are such that, in case (a), the node P is (1, 0, 0,O); in case (b), two of 
the nodes are the points P= (1, 0, 0,O) and Q = (0, 0, 0, 1). Then, in either case: 
f =Azxo m-2+A3xg-3+ ..a +A,, (1.2.1) 
where Ai=Ai(~l, ~2, ~3); henceA= cj”=1’ (aAj/axi)~~-~, i= 1,2, 3. Now it follows 
that fi , f2, f3 are linearly independent, both in cases (a) and (b). In fact, taking a 
linear combination C:= 1 aicf;: =0, letting x0= 1 and looking at the homogeneous 
part of degree one, we find Cl=, ai aA2/axi = 0, which implies ai = 0, i = 1,2, 3, 
because P is a node. To finish, we must show that f. is not a linear combina- 
tion of f,, f2, f3. Assume for a moment that fo#O. If f. = (m - 2)A2xrw3 + 
(m--3)A3x2-4+ ... +A,_, = C;=, ai, A, regarding these in k[xl, x2, x3][xo], and 
comparing coefficients of xzV2, we get C:=, aiJ =0, which implies ai =0, 
i= 1,2, 3, which is a contradiction. 
Concerning our assumption ‘f. f 0' , this is clear in case (a). In case (b), our 
assumption implies A,(O, 0, 1) = 0, i.e., xy is missing in A,. Now, were fo=O, 
then f=Azxr+ -*. +Am_piX,P’+ a-*, i.e., f e k[xl , x2, x3] [x: 1. Dehomogenizing 
via x3 = 1, the resulting affine surface would have a node at the origin. But since 
mz3, this is clearly impossible. This concludes the proof. 
Next we want to show that the linear system AF is not ‘composed with a pencil’, 
i.e., that its associated rational map F+ iP3 has a two-dimensional image. First we 
make the following: 
1.3. Remark. According to Lemma 1.2, the rational map p : F+ lP3 associated to 
/iF has the form p,(P) = ( fo(P) : a-- : f3(P)), for P smooth (notation as in 1.2). Now, 
since the tangent plane to F at P has equation Cf=e xi&(P) =0, (p can be identified 
to the ‘dual’ or Gauss map (cf. [6, p. 4961). Thus, /IF is not composed with a pencil 
if and only if F” (the variety dual to F) is two-dimensional. But we have: 
1.4. Lemma. The assumptions and notation are as in 1.2. We assume, moreover, 
that F is irreducible. Then, the dual variety F” is two-dimensional. 
Proof. The dual variety F” is equal to an-‘(F), where II : F’+F is the Nash 
blowing-up of F (i.e., the closure in Fx (P)” of {(x, Tr,,) : x is a smooth point 
of F}) and where q : F’+(lP3)” is the map induced by the second projection. Now 
choose coordinates (x0, x1, x2, x3) as in the proof of 1.2, i.e., such that 
P=(l,O,O,O)isanodeofFand,incase(b), Q=(O,O,O, l)isalsoanodeofF.Then 
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the equation of F is given by (1.2.1). It is easily seen that qt/- ~ (P) = C is isornor. 
phic to the smooth conic in tip2 with equation A2(x l, x2, x3)=O (cf. (1.2.1)). So, 
CCF v, and by the irreducibility of F (and hence of F v) to show 1.4, it suffices to 
show C~F v. This will follow if (working in the affine open set described by x0,0, 
and letting g(x, y, z)=f(1, x, y, z)= ~i~2 Ai(x, y, z)) we are able to find a smooth 
point R = (a, b, c) in F such that the tangent space TF, R of F at R does not contain 
(0, 0, 0), i.e., agx(R)+bgy(R)+cgz(R):#O. Certainly such a point can be found if 
V(g) and V(xgx+Ygy+zgz) intersect along a curve. We claim that this is the case. 
In fact, assume not, then using the irreducibility of g one readily checks: 
xgx+ygy+zgz=uf, u~k[x,y, z]; moreover by comparing degrees one sees u~k. 
By using Euler's relation on each homogeneous term of g, we get 
n n 
E iAi= E uAi" (1.4.1) 
i=2 i=2 
Since A2=0 , then u=2. If we are in case 1.2(q), i.e., n~2modp,  this leads to a 
contradiction, since An s0  (otherwise f i s  reducible). If we are in case 1.2 Co), since 
Q=(O, o, o, 1) is a node o fF ,  we must get An_l #:0 or A,,_2:#:O. From (1.4.1) we 
should get n--- 2 and n-- 3 or n -  4 (mod p). Since p > 3, this is impossible. This pro- 
ves the lemma. 
1.5. Note that if F has isolated singularities only, then it is automatically irreducible. 
For another proof of 1.4 (working over C), see [13, p. 294]. 
1.6. Proposition. We keep the assumptions and notation of 1.2. In addition we 
assume that F has nodes P1, ..., Pd and no other singularities. Then, for general 
a ~ p3, Ca = Fat') F is an integral curve, having a node at each Pi, i = 1,..., d. 
Proof. In view of 1.3, 1.4 and 1.6, we may apply Bertini's theorem (see [4, Theorem 
1.1], or [8, Corollary 6.11, p. 89])to conclude that the general member of AF, i.e., 
FN F~ (for a general point a) is irreducible. On the other hand, if Pi is a node of 
F, then for a suitable choice of coordinates in an affine neighborhood of Pi, we 
may assume that F is defined by X2+:+z2+g=O, ord(g)>2, and F a by 
ax + fly + yz + h = 0, ord(h) > 1, a, fl and y non-zero (a is general). An easy computa- 
tion ((e.g., working in 0~. p~) shows: the intersection FNF a is reduced at Pi, and 
it has a node there. So, for general ae ~3, Ca=Ft-IF a is irreducible and reduced on 
a non-empty open set. But the surface F is normal, since it is a hypersurface in
with isolated singularities. Hence it is Cohen-Macaulay. Hence Ca, which is a 
divisor on F, is a Cohen-Macaulay curve. Since C a is generically reduced, it must 
be reduced everywhere; so it is an integral curve. This proves the proposition. 
1.7. Throughout the remainder of this paper we shall assume that the characteristic 
of the base field k is ~: 2, moreover the number d of nodes of a nodal surface F will 
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be assumed to be 12. Since our results are trivial in the case d = 1, this is not a red 
restriction. 
2. Independence of adjoints 
2.1. Throughout this chapter, F denotes a nodal surface in fP3 (where Sing(F) = 
{P,, se.9 Pd}), of degree m, defined over an algebraically closed field k, ch(k)#2. 
An s-adjoint of F is a surface G in lP3, of degree s, such that Pi E G, j = 1,. . . , d. 
We shall prove the following result. 
2.2. Theorem (Severi, cf. 112, p. 301). If mz3, the nodes of F impose indepm&~t 
conditions on s-adjoints to F, for s> 2m - 5, 
precisely, this means the following: surfaces of degree s in lP3 are parametrized 
by a lPN, IV= (“f3) - 1. The theorem says that s-adjoints of F form a linear sub- 
space of PN of codimension d. Clearly, it suffices to prove 2.2 for s= 2 m - 5. 
Before proving this theorem we need several auxiliary facts. 
2.3. Let s= Sing(F) = (PI, . . . , Pd), JCOF the sheaf of ideals defining S, i.e., 
.I,= @F,X if x is smooth, J,= r(oF,,) if x is a node (this agrees with the Jacobian 
ideal, in this case). 
2.4. Proposition. H’ (F, 6F(r)) = 0, for all r. 
Proof. Take the exact sequence 
(P= iP3), tensor it with 8&r), take cohomology and use the fact that 
H’(P, @p(s))=0 for i#O,3 [7, p. 2251, to obtain the result. 
2.5. Proposition. Let F be a nodal surface in lP3, Sing(F) = (PI, . . . , Pd} (Pi+ Pj if 
if j), sz 1 an integer. Then, the nodes of F impose independent conditions on s- 
adjoints if and only if H’ (F, JoF(s)) = 0. 
Proof. Consider the exact sequence of sheaves of flF -modules 0 --) J* fly + ck/‘s --)0. 
Tensoring with BF(s) and using the fact that 8s is concentrated on (PI, . . . ,Pd), we 
obtain an exact sequence 
O+ J~‘(s)-+@~(s)-@‘s-+0. 
Taking cohomology we obtain: 
(2.5.1) 
H”(F, @F(S)) A kd+H’(F, J+(s))-+O. 
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Clearly, a is surjective if and only if the nodes of F impose independent conditions 
on s-adjoints, which is equivalent to Hi(F, JOF(S))=O. This proves 2.5. 
Hence, Theorem 2.2 is equivalent o the vanishing of HI(F, J~F(2m-5)).  
2.6. Recall: if V is a nodal surface in a smooth three-fold M, where Sing(V).~ 
{PI,...,Pa}, then a minimal desingularization of V is obtained by taking the 
blowing-up r t :X  -~ V of {P1,---, Pd}. The smooth surface X is naturally contained 
in M' ,  where n ' :M ' -~M is the blowing up of M with center {Pl, ...,Pa}. Now, 
n '  - l (Pi) --- [p2 and, via this identification, Ei = rt- 1 (Pi) corresponds to a plane con- 
ic; moreover, E2=-2  (cf. [6, p. 636]). Let E 1 + ... +Ea denote the union of 
El, ...,Ed. 
2.7. Proposition. We use the notation of  2.6. Let B be a divisor on X, gr=~qx(B), 
assume (Ei. B)>_ -1 , fo r  i= l,...,d. Then, Rin,°J=O, for i>0.  
Proof. Clearly, we may restrict our attention to a neighborhood of Pi, i = 1,..., d. 
Hence we may assume V contains a single node P. The coherent sheaves 
Jri=Ri~z.Srare concentrated at P. Let ~=idea l  sheaf of P, J=~O x, EnCX be 
defined by J ' ,  Jn = : / J ' : - .  By the theorem on holomorphic functions, 
(y-~)^ = Y-i (~) ~F, t, = li(_m Hi (En, ~ ). 
r,F, P 
Hence, it suffices to show: 
Hi(E,, 0,)=0,  i>0,  for all n • 
(where tY, = ~x/ f ' ) ;  for dimension reasons these groups are zero for i> 1. 
Using J~-~x(1) (cf. [7, p. 164]), we get (as in [7, p. 388]), an exact sequence: 
o---, 
Tensoring with : (wh ich  is flat), noting that :n~®Ox/ J  n, and using ae(n)~ 
UE®Ox(n), we get an exact sequence 
Now, ~ = 
where L is 
0~ ~e® : (n )~ fin+ 1 ~ ~ ~0.  (2.7.1) 
:® :® oe, and 
Oe. ® :(n)-~ Or® Ox(n) ® t~x(B) = Oe(E. (nL + B)), 
a linear section of the plane curve E. Hence, using (2.7.1), to show 
HI(E,, :D=0,  it suffices to show: HI(E, OE(E. (nL+B))=O, n>_O. Now, E is a 
smooth conic, its canonical divisor K has degree - 2 and 
E. (nL + B) = 2n + (E- B) > 2n - 1 (by assumption). By Serre's duality, our vector 
space is dual to H°(E, OE( -1 -  2n)), which is 0, for n_> 0. This proves the pro- 
position. 
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Now we take (in 2.6) M= IP 3, V our surface F of 2.1. Retaining the notation of 
2.6, we have: 
2.8. Lemma. (a) lr,(Ox(E))=~p, (b) ~,#x( -E )=J .  
Proof. (a) Tensoring the exact sequence 
O~ ~x(-E) - - , '~x~ tYe---)O (2.8.1) 
with ::x(E), we obtain an exact sequence 
O~ ©x~ ~Tx(E)~ ©E(E)~O. 
Clearly, 6e(E) -- ® d i= i :E,(--2). Using 2.7 (or the rationality of a node) and the 
normality of F, we obtain an exact sequence 
o - - ,  n, :x  (E) --, ® - 2) --,, O. 
i 
But the third sheaf is concentrated on {Pi,...,Pd}, and [n.tYE,(-2)le,- 
H°(Ei, f)E,(-2))= 0, i = 1,..., d, hence this sheaf is zero. Then (a) follows. 
(b) Consider again the sequence (2.8.1). Since ( -E .E i )=2,  i= 1, . . . ,d, by 2.7, 
Rlrt.: :x(-E) = 0; hence 
O ~ rt ,:/x ( - E) ~ n .~x ~ n .:/e--" O 
is exact. But rt,(f}x)= ~F (normality of F), rt.::e is concentrated on Sing(F), and 
(rt,:/e)p, = H°(Ei, OE,)~ k. Hence this sequence is isomorphic to 
O~ rt,:?x(-- E )~ :?F~ kd---,O; 
assertion (b) immediately follows. 
2.9. Now consider a general polar surface F~ (cf. 1.1) and the corresponding sec- 
tion C=FaNF. According to 1.2, C is an integral curve, having a node at each Pi, 
i=1, ...,d. Let C'CX be the proper transform of C. Then we have: 
2.10. Lemma. (a) n,(::x(C'))~-f]p(C)®,rJ~f]F(m-1)®~,fJ. 
(b) n,(£x(--C'))-~g)F(--C)-~ £F(1--m ). 
Proof. f Jx(C')=f}x(C+E-E)=6x( lr - l (C))®g}x(-E)=~z*t}F(C)®f?x(-E) ;  
hence by the 'projection formula' [7, p.124], n,(f]x(C'))-~ g}F(C)®:,~.Ox(-E). 
Now 2.8(b) and the fact that C is the intersection of F with a surface of order m - 1 
imply the assertion. 
(b) :?x(- C') = f}x(-  C + E -  E) = rt*(lJF(- C)) ® g~x(E). 
Now the projection formula and 2.8(a) yield (b). 
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2.11. Lemma. With the former  notation, 
HI(X, ©x(-C'))=HI(F,  J:}F(2m-- 5)). 
Proof. First recall that the dualizing sheaf COx on X satisfies: fox = zt*:}F(m - 4) (cf. 
[6, p. 637]). By Serre's duality, 
HI(X, :}x(-C'))= HI(X, rex® Ox(C'))=HI(X, rt*g}F(m-4)® Px(C')) 
=HI(X, :}x(Kx+C')), 
for any canonical divisor Kx. Now, K x. Ei=O (cf. 
calculation shows that (C'.Ei)=2. Hence, by 
consequently 
[6, p. 637]) and a simple 
2.7, Rlzt.:}x(Kx+C')=O; 
Hi(X, :}x( - C')) = HI (F, rt ,(rt* ~F(m - 4) ® 6x(C')). 
By the projection formula and the normality of F, the right hand side is isomorphic 
to 
Hi(F, Op(m - 4) ® rt ,6x (C')) = Hl (F, ¢}p(m - 4) ® @p(m - 1)®J) 
= HI(F, J:}r(2m- 5)) 
(using 2.10(a)). This proves the lemma. 
Consequently, in view of 2.1 I, Proposition 2.5, and hence Theorem 2.2, will be 
a consequence of: 
2.12. Proposition. HI(X,  ~x( - C')) = O. 
Proof. Consider the exact sequence of #x-modules 
o-" 
From this we obtain: 
HO(x, /I ,,, Ho( C,,t~c,)~ Hl (X ' :x(-  C')) " ,HI(X, :x) 
Now, fl is a non-zero homomorphism of one-dimensional vector spaces (C' 
is the proper transform of C, hence integral). Hence, p is an isomorphism and 
7 is injective. But HI(X, Ox)~-HI(F,~.Ox)=HI(F,~qF)=O, by 2.4. Hence 
HI (x ,  ~qx(-C'))=O. The proposition is proved. 
3. Some applications and comments 
3.1. It is known that surfaces in ~3 of degree m are parametrized by ~,  N~ 
(m~-3)_ 1. More precisely, IP N is the component of the Hilbert scheme of ~3 cor- 
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resnonding to surfaces. of degree m; while p : 94 IP N (where 9~ ffN x ~~ is defined 
by c i ai&i,i, 0 x”x;‘x?# and p is the canonical projection) is the universal family. 
Inside lPN, we have a locally closed subscheme V,, d which, together with the family 
induced by p, represents the functor F,, d : (sch)-+(sets), where (sch) is the category 
cf algebraic schemes over k, and if TE (sch), Fm, d(T) = {g : II-+ T: DC TX rp3, g is 
a flat family, if t is a closed point of T, then g-‘(t) is a nodal surface with d nodes 
and locally at each node the induced deformation over 8,, /A~~ is trivial, for 
each n>a 
Similarly, there is a locally closed subscheme W,, & fPNx (fP2f, (functorially) 
narametrizing systems (F; P,, . . . , Pd), where F is a d-nodal surface in lP3 and 
PI , . . . , Pd are the nodes of F. There is a natural projection 71: Wm, d-+ V,, d. These 
facts are proved exactly as in (10, 9 1 and 21, where the case of plane curves is 
discussed (also, a precise definition of the functor represented by W,, d is given, as 
well as several equivalent versions of F,, d). 
The techniques of [lo] also show the following: if the nodes of a d-nodal surface 
FC rd (say, P 1, . . . , Pd) impose independent conditions on m-adjoints, then Vm, d is 
smooth at the corresponding point F’, with dimension N-d; W,, d is smooth at 
y=(F;P1, . . . . Pd), and z is etale at y. Moreover, in this case there are d’-nodal sur- 
faces in lP3 of degree m, for any d’rd. Now, in Theorem 2.2, 2m - 5 = m for 
112 = 5. Hence we have: 
3.2. Theorem. (a) For at1 d, Vs, d (resp. W,, d) is a smooth locally closed subscheme 
of lPN (resp. pN X (P2)d), N= 55; if it is non-empty it has pure dimension 55 -d. 
(b) 71 is etale. 
(C) If v,,,#fl, then Vs,d’#O for all d’, Old’ld. 
3.3. Z_fch(k)=O, then it is known: (i) V,, 31 #0; (ii) if,,,=0 for d>31 (cf. [l]). 
We shall see that (ii) remains valid for fields of characteristic p # 2. This is an im- 
mediate consequence of the following: 
3.4. Theorem. Given a complete discrete valuation ring R of zero characteristic, 
whose residue field k is algebraically closed of characteristic p * 2, and a nodal sur- 
face FC P3 of degree 5 with d nodes, then there is a flat family +6pec R, 
9C Ypi, whose geometric general fiber is a nodal surface with d nodes. 
Proof. It is completely analogous to that of Satz 10.3 in [l 1, p. 911 (on plane nodal 
curves). Actually, the key point in this proof is the fact that the nodes of F impose 
independent conditions on m-adjoints (m = degree of F), which is true (for m = 5) 
by Theorem 2.2. 
3-5. Corollary. If F is a quintic nodal surface in P3 with d nodes, then ds 3 1. 
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3.6. In 3.3,3.4,3.5, we may substitute the condition “deg F= 5” by the assumption 
“deg F= m and the nodes of Fimpose independent conditions on m-adjoints”. This 
is not true for m L 8 (cf. [3, p. 871). 
3.7. Here we present an interesting consequence of Proposition 2.5 and formrrh 
2.10(a). According to 2.5 (and using the notation found there), H’(F, J(m - 1)) =O 
if and only if the following assertion holds: 
(3.7.1) The nodes P I, . . . , Pd of F impose independent conditions on (m - I)- 
adjoints. 
By 2.10(a), J(m- l)=7t*Bx(C’); since C’.E=2, for all i, H’(F, J(m-l))= 
H’(F,n*M,(C’))=H’(X, ex(C’)) (cf. 2.7). Hence, (3.7.1) holds if and only if 
H’(X, ox(C’)) = 0. On the other hand, we have the exact sequence: 
where NC1 = fl=, @@x(C’) is the normal bundle of C’ in X. We get an exact 
sequence: 
H’(X, &)+H1(X, @‘x(C’))-+H*(C’, N&+H’(X, &) 
where H1 (X, @x) = H’ (F, eF) = 0. 
It follows: H’(X, t?*(C)) = Ker(y). Now the condition ‘ ‘y is the zero map” is the 
so-called “semi- regularity condition of C’ C X”, which insures the smoothness of 
the Hilbert scheme of X at the point corresponding to C’ (cf. [9, p. 1571). Thus, 
when (3.7-l) does not hold, then C’ c X is definitely not semi-regular. 
It is known that (3.7.1) does not always hold: in [12], Severi shows that this condi- 
tion implies: ds( “T2) - 4, which often is not true (cf. [5], this inequality is false 
for all m, except 2, 3, 4, 5 and perhaps 7). So, any F for which ‘Severi’s bound’ 
fails, yields an example of a smooth surface having a curve which is not semi-regular 
(by taking its minimal desingularization X and C’ as above). 
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